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Mastercam Hits The Streets

M

astercam X3 is here with
a new suite of CAD/CAM
products, designed with realworld programming needs in
mind, making your work easier
and faster than ever before. The
improvements in Mastercam X3 are
focused on providing speed and efficiency for
your machining jobs.
In this issue, we’ll show you some highlights of
Mastercam X3. We’ll cover a variety of exciting
new Mill toolpaths, including Feature Based
Machining and new high speed motion. We’ll
introduce new Router and Wire EDM toolpaths,
and discuss an important turning tip.
In future issues we will explore individual X3
functions in depth, showing you tips and tricks,
and demonstrating how they’ll help you on a
day-to-day basis. Welcome to X3! ý
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MILL
New Feature Based Machining (FBM) Automates Solid Model Programming

A

lmost every shop deals with solid models,
and Mastercam delivers a powerful
way to automatically mill and drill these
parts. Valuable for experienced power users
and easy enough for new users, FBM evaluates
a part’s features and automatically designs an
effective machining strategy.
With a few simple clicks, Mastercam FBM will:
•
•

Detect solid machining features for the
chosen FBM operation type.
Machine pockets using our new 2D HST
roughing, rest mill, and finish operations.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support closed, open, nested, and through pockets, while
automatically setting the correct toolpath options.
Optionally create a separate finish toolpath for floors and walls.
Automatically identify when facing or external machining is
required and allow you to activate or deactivate it.
Automatically create drilled, tapped, counterbore, and
countersink holes.
Automatically perform spot drilling and pre-drilling based on
user-controlled settings.
Provide advanced controls to drill blind, through, deep-drilling,
co-axial, and split holes.
Select the appropriate tools for all operations, either from your
preferred tools list or from libraries you specify. It can also create
tools as needed.

The time savings you will realize when using Mastercam FBM are
dramatic, but its power isn’t only in the click-and-go ease. All toolpaths
are fully associative and editable after creation. This gives you the
broad flexibility to make changes at any time, and ensures that your
parts will be cut exactly as you want them. ý
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2D High Speed Toolpaths Boost Wireframe Programming

H

igh speed machining (HSM) has been available in the Mastercam 3D
machining suite since Mastercam X Maintenance Release 1 (MR1).
Mastercam X3 marks the introduction of a suite of new 2D high speed
toolpaths (HST). The six toolpaths –
Peel Mill, Core Mill, Area Mill, Rest Mill,
Blend Mill, and Facing – are optimized
for HSM and hard milling.
These new 2D HST can make your
current processes more efficient
and automated, while minimizing
programming and cycle times.
These toolpaths (except for Facing)
introduce a new easier-to-use
interface that will be expanded to
include all toolpaths in the future.
With the new 2D HST, you can have the benefits of high speed machining
in your 2D work.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

All the new 2D HST deliver efficient, lower-stress motion even without
a high speed machine.
Peel Milling “peels” away material, layer by layer, delivering efficient
constant climb milling with trochoidal type motion and accelerated
“back” feed moves when the tool is disengaged.
Core Milling cuts from the outside in, using high speed transitions.
Area Milling is excellent for more complex shapes and also uses high
speed transitions.
Rest Milling evaluates all previous toolpaths and removes remaining
material with high speed motion between cuts.
Blend Milling gradually morphs the toolpath between two shapes, at
high speed.
Facing cleans stock from the tops of islands or the entire part. A
controlled cutter contact option optimizes cutter life and performance.
ý
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MILL
Upgraded Toolpaths Enhance Multiaxis Machining

T

he Port5ax and Flow5ax multiaxis toolpaths include a new feature
that allows an overlap or blend to be added at the beginning and
end of a toolpath. This feature is very useful in creating better finishes
where toolpaths may need to meet from opposite directions. A new Edges
parameter page provides several options for controlling the start and end of
a port or flowline multiaxis toolpath. Options include skipping the first pass,
last pass, or both, and blending the entry, exit, or both.
General speed improvements have also been made and TrueSolid 5-Axis
Verify is now included with Mastercam’s multiaxis machining. ý
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Updated Translators

F

ile translators have been updated in
Mastercam X3 to support the following file
format versions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACIS® – R18
AutoCAD® DWG, DXF, DWF – 2008
Autodesk® Inventor® IPT, IAM, IDW – 2008
CATIA V5 – R18
KeyCreator™ – V6
Parasolids – 19
Pro/E® – Wildfire 4
Rhino® – 4
Solid Edge® – V20
SolidWorks® – 2008
SpaceClaim – 2008 ý

Engraving Now Standard

M

astercam Mill (Level 1 and higher) now
includes Engraving as a standard feature.
Mastercam’s engraving gives you the effect of
classic hand-carved art using your CNC machine.
For more information, please refer to the Router
article on page 8 in this newsletter. ý
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LATHE
Q&A: Causes of Tool Collisions with Stock

Q: I have experienced some tool collisions lately, and was wondering what some common causes of

collision were.

A: One possible cause of a tool collision with stock is that the tool definition doesn’t match the stock.

For example, if the tool is defined as left spindle and you’re cutting the right stock, or the tool is defined
as top turret and you’re cutting below the centerline, you will have collisions.
The next common cause of collisions is rapid cuts too close to the stock. You can
change the tool clearance in the operation parameters if needed. This is mainly
useful for ID work where there is not much clearance to work with.
Another cause of collisions is using the same tool number for multiple tools. In
this case, there is no tool change between toolpaths, so the second toolpath
starts where the first toolpath ended. If the first toolpath ends too close to the
part, you may have a collision when the second starts because even though the
first tool may be clear of the part, the second tool may not be.
Less commonly, a collision can occur in ID toolpaths when the tool retracts and hits the opposite side.
This type of collision can sometimes be hard to see.
ý

You can easily change your tool clearance to avoid
potential collisions.
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WIRE
Now Program Multiple 4-Axis Wirepaths in a Single Operation

M

astercam X3 Wire has a new feature to
improve workflow when programming 4-axis
wirepaths -- the ability to have more than one 4-axis
path in a single operation.

Also, keep in mind that 4-axis wirepaths are not only
used on “complex” shapes. If you have what you’d
consider “just a taper job” but with many angle
changes, you might consider programming it with
4-axis wirepaths because it provides total control
over the wire!
Mastercam X3 Wire also has enhanced tab control
options for 4-axis wirepaths. These new options
give you much more control over the tab that is
created with 4-axis wirepaths.

In this example, all nine 4-axis features are
contained with a single operation. This simplifies
the manipulation of 4-axis wirepaths, allowing you
to change parameter settings in a single operation
that will affect all the paths in the operation.

See the Field Definitions in Mastercam Help for the
Cut Parameters page for more details on these new
features! ý

You can even use window chaining to select the
geometry that makes up these features. Mastercam
will find each thread point within the window, and
then find each lower and upper profile set that
contains the thread point.
Not every situation can be window-chained, but
you can easily “build up” the desired chain sets
using other chaining options.

New tab controls give you greater flexibility.
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ROUTER
Highlights of Mastercam X3 Router
TrueShape Nesting Now Included
Mastercam X3 Router now includes TrueShape Nesting as a standard feature.
TrueShape Nesting optimizes your material use for greatest yields and an
improved bottom line. Users can efficiently nest interlocking parts with a
variety of options including:
•
•
•
•
•

Custom sheet definition
Ability to maintain grain direction of any part
“Filler” part nesting to reduce waste
Full control over part spacing and sheet margins
And much more

Engraving Now Included
Mastercam X3 Router now includes Engraving as a standard feature. Mastercam’s Engraving gives you
the effect of classic hand-carved art using your CNC machine. Sharp inside corners give the finished
piece a crisp edge that is unattainable with conventional machining.
Mastercam Engraving gives you a wide variety of options and effects, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Standard “chiseling”
Embossed images
Easy TrueType font engraving
Remachining automatically removes material
left by a larger tool with a smaller tool
Constant volume depth cuts provide more
consistent tool load

Feature Based Machining For Router
Mastercam X3 Router also includes FBM as well as a suite of other new features. The Mill product
information on pages 2-4 describes those features that are also available in Mastercam Router. Please
visit www.mastercamrouter.com for more details. ý
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DESIGN
Broad Improvements Speed Design Work
Swept Surface Improvements
Mastercam X3 now permits sharp corners in the
rails. Mastercam builds these types of surfaces by
splitting the resulting surfaces into multiple pieces
wherever necessary so there are no sharp corners
in individual surfaces. This will help you produce
better toolpaths.

Xform Drag now demands fewer mouse clicks. Select the Multiple
button on the function ribbon bar to quickly place multiple copies of
geometry without having to press [Enter] after each location to fix the
live entities.
Xform Move for Solids helps you better manage the wireframe data
required for solids. For example, when you move a solid and the
underlying geometry is not included in the selection, Mastercam can
now move the associated wireframe geometry, even if it is on a level
not being displayed. You can also make a copy of the geometry.
General Selection
You often need to perform sequential functions on geometry selected
with General Selection. Previously, after the function was performed,
the list of selected entities was cleared, forcing you to repeat the
selection for the next function. Now you can use the Last function on
the General Selection toolbar to quickly reselect all of the entities you
selected last.
Select by Depth
This function allows you to focus
selection to a specific Z-depth or
to a zone defined by minimum
and maximum Z values.
Line Perpendicular
The Line Perpendicular ribbon
bar now includes a Flip button for
easier line construction.

Xform Improvements
The Xform function has been streamlined to make
part creation and setup faster and easier than ever
before.
Xform Move to Origin helps you automate
part setup by making it easy to move all visible
geometry to the current Work Coordinate System
(WCS) origin. Once the position is selected, the
function moves all of the geometry to the origin
relative to that position.

These are just a few
enhancements to Mastercam X3
Design. Visit the Mastercam Web
site for additional information. ý

Choose geometry by depth.

Easily “flip” your perpendicular line position.
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ART
Art Enhancements Enable Creativity

M

astercam X3 Art contains new features for
easily creating more detailed sculptural
surfaces and improved functionality for organizing
and displaying your work.
Bézier Curve Dynamic Cross Sections
Bézier Curve has been added to the dynamic
cross section library, allowing you to create a new
category of complex cross sections. The Bézier
Curve cross section has beginning and ending
node points that can be dragged dynamically to
adjust the length, as well as two control handles
that can be dragged and stretched to flex the
curve. Many
simple and
complex shapes
can be created
with this new
cross section.

Sculpt Organic Surface
This new surface drives an organic surface through
two open contours, allowing Art users to create
sophisticated surfaces and have more control over
them.
The Sculpt Organic surface also provides the
ability to dynamically adjust not only the shape of
the surface between these two drive curves (cross
section), but also the shape of the surface along
the length of the drive curves (ridge profile). You
can also dynamically adjust where the drive curves
intersect as they build the surface from the edges
towards the center (ridge path).
The easy-to-use interface lets you control all
characteristics of the complex 3D operation with
2D dynamic dialogs. If desired, the Sculpt Organic
surface accepts 3D drive curves and ridge profiles,
allowing you even greater control and precision.
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Drive Curves

Dynamic Bezier Cross Section

Sculpt Organic Surface Generated

Adjustable “Ridge Profile”

Sculpt Organic Surface Front View

Art Manager Improvements

Art Shading and Material Mapping

Moving Art Surface Operations – Use the new
Up and Down arrows in the Art Manager to
move Art Surface Operations (ASOs) within the
Art Manager list. Regenerate the list when you
have your ASOs in the correct position. You can
use this new function to help keep large projects
organized and for situations when the order of the
ASOs changes the appearance of your part.

You can now map materials to the Art
surface, which allows you to show the Art
model in the material specified by the
customer. You can also simultaneously
blend, show material, add reflection,
adjust color and opacity, and see them
all applied to the model in real time.

Auto Regeneration – To increase your
productivity, Mastercam X3 includes the option to
have edited operations automatically regenerate
in the Art Manager.

The material bitmap function actually maps
the bitmap onto the Art surface, so you can see all
of the detail from the material bitmap on the Art surface.
You can also adjust the intensity of the bitmap as well as
scroll or rotate it over the surface. For more information
please visit www.mastercamart.com ý

Labeling Art Surface Operations – Advanced Art
users know that naming ASOs as you create them
is a best practice that greatly increases efficiency
in editing because you know which ASO creates
which shape in the model. Now when you create a
new ASO in X3 Art, you are immediately prompted
to name it. You can also select a color or use bold
text for the name, making it much easier to scan
the Art Manager list and find the item to adjust.

Use Up and Down arrows to arrange your Cut Manager list.
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OTHER NEWS
Enhanced Mastercam X3 Documentation Focuses on New Features

I

n keeping with Mastercam X3’s emphasis on productivity and speed, we have added an expanded
What’s New to Mastercam’s already extensive documentation suite. You will find the new full color
What’s New in Mastercam X3 in the Mastercam X3 package (available from your authorized Mastercam
Reseller) and also installed in your \Documentation folder. In addition to illustrating the new features in
the X3 release, the richly illustrated What’s New provides examples, parts, and short tutorials designed to
help you become comfortable with X3’s new features and quickly benefit from them.
For example, What’s New in Mastercam X3 devotes an entire section to Mastercam’s newest productivity
enhancer—Feature Based Machining (FBM). It provides a complete yet concise description of both FBM
Mill and FBM Drill, and then takes you on a tour of FBM through detailed, step by step tutorials, with
accompanying parts.

What’s New in Mastercam explains new features in detail, from basic concepts to specific settings.

You will also find tutorials for other new or enhanced Mastercam features appearing in X3, including
importing SolidWorks history, using enhanced Xform functions, multiaxis edge blending, creating a new
organic surface in Mastercam Art, and much more.
Mastercam X3 Documentation Suite
In addition to its extensive contextual help integrated in the product, Mastercam X3 documentation
includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Mastercam X3 Installation Guide (print and PDF) - Information needed to install Mastercam X3
Mastercam X3 Transition Guide (PDF only) - Procedures for transitioning existing data to
Mastercam X3
Mastercam X3 Getting Started Guide (print and PDF) - Brief descriptions of top-level Mastercam X3
functions
Mastercam X3 Reference Guide (PDF only) - Comprehensive descriptions of Mastercam X3 functions
Mastercam X3 Quick Reference Card (print and PDF) - Ready reference for major functions
Mastercam X3 Wire Getting Started Guide (PDF only) - Brief descriptions of Wire functions
Version 9 to X Function Map (PDF only) - Relates V9 functions to their counterparts in X ý

Mastercam’s New Mini Web Sites

A

s part of our environmental commitment and green practices, we
have significantly reduced our product brochures. With the global
accessibility of the internet, and its ability to provide video and up-todate information and news, our product information on the Web has
been significantly expanded to support our smaller brochures.
Beginning with the launch of Mastercam X3, every Mastercam product
has its own dedicated Web site where you can view all available
information for a given Mastercam product. For example, Mastercam
Mill information can be found on www.mastercammill.com, Lathe
information can be located at www.mastercamlathe.com, etc.
Each product Web site is packed with comprehensive technical data,
screen shots, graphics, multimedia videos, and more. Making the
information available online also allows us to keep it up to date with the
latest product enhancements.
Please explore the new mini sites. We’re sure you’ll find all the product
information you are
looking for! ý

Mastercam X3 Mini Sites:
www.MastercamMill.com
www.MastercamLathe.com
www.MastercamWire.com
www.MastercamRouter.com
www.MastercamDesign.com
www.MastercamArt.com
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OTHER NEWS
Mastercam X3 Videos Online

N

ow on the Mastercam.com Web site you will find a compilation video
showing the new features in the Mastercam X3 release. This video
includes many individual sections that each highlight the important new
functionality in X3, including Feature Based Machining (FBM), Mastercam
in SolidWorks, new high speed toolpaths, and much more. Log on today,
sit back, and watch what Mastercam X3 can offer your shop.
The videos are useful for more than just a quick glimpse of what to
expect in X3. They’re also a great way to refresh your memory once X3
has become part of your regular routine. We suggest you bookmark the
videos and return to them in a few months. You may find a few things that
you forgot about! Visit www.mastercam.com/Products/Enhancements to
view the video. ý
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Mastercam Design LT: A Low-Cost Tool for Your Toolbox

D

o you ever have last-minute wireframe modeling you want to do, but
your programming system is tied up? Do you want to be able to check
out Mastercam files at home without bringing your valuable SIM back and
forth? Are you using an old Version 9 copy and want to get familiar with the
new interface?
If any of these situations sound familiar, you may want to invest in a copy of
Mastercam Design LT. This inexpensive package includes all of Mastercam’s
3D wireframe modeling functions, so you can create and save part files.
You can open any Mastercam file, view it, and make wireframe edits. And
because it’s a standard Mastercam product, you can get a feel for how the
Mastercam X3 interface looks, feels, and flows. Ask your Mastercam Reseller
about picking up a copy or two of this often overlooked but extremely
affordable member of the Mastercam product suite. ý
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CNC Software’s Solar Panels Are Up and Running

The first tests were completed on
August 8th to make sure that the
panels were in working order and
ready to provide electricity to the
building.
Everything is up and running, and
we are all happy to be incorporating
environmentally friendly and
socially responsible practices in our
company! ý
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T

he new 12,000 square foot
addition at CNC Software
features a 73.2kW photo voltaic solar
array that will hopefully generate at
least one third of the electricity used
in the building.

